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n     Gold prices were mostly steady today, close to a one-week low hit in the
previous session, as the dollar held firm amid an intensifying trade war between
the United States and China.

n  Spot gold was steady at $1,243.10 an ounce, the Spot gold may break a
support at $1,237 per ounce and fall more towards the next support at $1,226.
The yellow metal slipped 1 percent and hit an over one-week low at $1,240.89
uesterday. U.S gold futures for August delivery were 0.1 percent lower at
$1,243.60 an ounce.

n With the softer U.S equity markets and the ongoing trade war between the
U.S and China would provide some support for gold but that has not been the
case.

n The dollar steadied near a six-month high against the Japanese yen and held
firm against its major peers today after the latest U.S economic data reaffirmed
expectations that the Federal Reserve will hike interest rates two more times
this year.

n The further escalation of trade war is mutually destructive given the higher
U.S consumer prices as a result of import tariffs, which in turn could fuel risk
of a faster-than-expected Fed rate hike in the foreseeable horizon.

n A stronger dollar and higher interest rates reduce demand for non-interest
bearing gold as the metal becomes more expensive for holders of other
currencies.

n China accused the United States of bullying and warned it would hit back after
the Trump administration raised the stakes in their trade dispute, threatening
10 percent tariffs on $200 billion of Chinese goods in a move that rattled global
markets.

Gold markets continue to dance around the $1250

level, an area that has been important more than once.

There is a certain amount of demand just below, but

the markets have been going back and forth based

upon greed and fear around trade war aspects.

Economists think that the market will continue to be

very noisy due to headlines involving trade wars, and

tweets from the President. Overall, the Gold markets

will eventually end up being a nice longer-term

investment, but there is even more support below at

the $1200 level that would make a nice �bottom� to

the market. It could go as low as that level and that

value hunters will come back out there also. Short-

term selling here would probably reach down towards

the $1240 level, which has proven itself to be massively

supportive. Rallies at this point could reach towards

the $1260 level.
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n The yellow metal slipped 1 percent and hit an

over one-week low at $1,240.89 yesterday

n Gold is feeling the pressure from commodities
across the board and the firmer dollar

n U.S fund investors pulled $1 billion from commodity

funds, including those invested in the precious

metal, the largest withdrawals since July 2017

n Gold options keep getting higher and higher,

which means people are positioned for prices to

rise

n The dollar steadied near a six-month high against

the yen and held firm against its major peers
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n       Global Brent crude oil had its biggest one-day drop in two years yesterday as
escalating U.S-China trade tensions threatened to hurt oil demand, and news
that Libya would reopen its ports raised expectations of growing supply.

n       Brent crude fell $5.46, or 6.9 percent, to settle at $73.40 a barrel. The decline

was the largest one-day move on a percentage basis since Feb. 9, 2016. U.S

crude fell $3.73, or 5 percent, to $70.38 a barrel.

n Crude oil prices also fell as the U.S dollar rose surprisingly strong U.S inflation
report, which increased prospects the Federal Reserve will raise interest rates
twice more this year. A stronger dollar can weaken dollar-denominated
commodities, like crude.

n Prospects of U.S sanctions on crude exports from Iran, the world�s fifth-biggest

oil producer, has helped push oil prices up in recent weeks, with both crude

contracts trading near 3-1/2-year highs until Wednesday.

n U.S Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said on Tuesday that Washington would
consider requests from some countries to be exempt from sanctions due to go
into effect in November to prevent Iran from exporting oil.

n The market shrugged off bullish U.S government data showing crude stockpiles
slumped by nearly 13 million barrels last week, the biggest slide in nearly two
years. Supply to the U.S market has also been squeezed by the loss of some
Canadian oil production.

n Oil had some supportive news that U.S crude oil stocks fell by nearly 13 million

barrels last week, the most in nearly two years, dropping overall crude stocks

to their lowest point since February 2015.

The West Texas Intermediate market fell yesterday,

reaching down towards the $73.25 level. There is a

certain amount of support just below extending down

to at least the $72 level, so that is going to see investors

come back in and try to pick up value in this market.

At the first signs of a bounce or support, it would be

more than willing to put a small position on as the

market seems hell-bent on trying to break above the

$75 level. However, if it were to drop down below the

$72 level, that could send this market down to the $70

level rather quickly. Volatility will start to pick up again,

but that may be the very reason it break out to the

upside. Brent markets fell significantly during the trading

session, losing 2% by the time the Americans came

on board. As far as $77, and there is a significant

support barrier just below at the $76.50 level as well.

It would expect some type of recovery.

n Supply to the U.S market has also been squeezed

by the loss of some Canadian oil production

n The United States has become a major crude

exporter, sending 1.76 million barrels per day

(bpd) abroad in April

n The positive inflationary pressures caused by

trade tariffs are being beaten back by dollar

strength

n If China levies a tariff on U.S oil then U.S imports

to India will probably rise

n For WTI there is tightness at Cushing, which will

be supportive over July and August
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n        Silver prices are solidly lower and near their daily lows yesterday. The precious
metals sold off in sympathy with a slumping raw commodity sector today, after
the U.S hit China with another volley of trade sanctions.

n Silver futures due on September 15 fell 0.73% to $15.97 an ounce from the
opening of $16.09, marking one-week lows, while the dollar index inched up
0.08% to 94.24 from the opening of 94.16, moving away from four-week trough.

n Now markets await US producer prices data, expected to show growth slowing
down to 0.2% from 0.5% in April, while core prices are expected to have slowed
down as well to 0.2% from 0.3%.

n Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta President Raphael Bostic is scheduled  to
speak at the Virginia Society of Certified Public Accountants, while Federal
Reserve Bank of New York President John Williams is due to speak about the
local economy at a town hall event, in Brooklyn later today.

n Important U.S economic data out this week included the producer price index
for June, which this morning came in at up 0.3% from May, which was hotter
than the 2.0% rise that was forecast. The data did not have a significant impact
on the precious metals or other markets. The June CPI report on Thursday is
also seen up 0.2% from May.

n        World stock markets were rattled again today by the news the U.S has targeted
China with 10% tariffs on another $200 billion in Chinese product imports, and
China again responded with another threat to retaliate.

n The U.S-China trade war has at least temporarily cast a pall over world equity
markets at mid-week. However, this market uncertainty has not produced any
safe-haven demand for silver.

Silver markets have drifted a bit lower during the trading

session yesterday, as it continue to see a lot of

negativity around the world. Silver markets will continue

to be very difficult to deal with, as they are typically

more volatile than gold, and of course the US dollar

will influence where precious metals go overall.

Economists believe that the market will continue to be

very volatile, but a significant amount of support

underneath that could continue to pick this market up.

The $15.50 level underneath is the �beginning of the

floor� in the longer-term markets. Because of this, it

has fallen during the session, it�s likely that it will find

value hunters coming back into the marketplace. It will

then bounce towards the $16.10 level again, and

perhaps the highs given enough time. However, the

US dollar to roll over a bit, so it�s not until it see that

in the Forex markets that silver will rally significantly.

n Silver was 0.2 percent higher at $15.78 an ounce.
It fell to its lowest since mid-December at $15.72
an ounce, earlier in the session

n A higher U.S dollar index is also a negative for
the precious metals markets

n Silver has failed to attract safe-haven buying as

U.S Treasuries pay a yield

n July Comex silver was last down $0.272 at
$15.815 an ounce

n Silver futures shed as the dollar index climbed
off June 14 lows for the third session, ahead of
important inflation data
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